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Abstract— To smartly utilize a huge and constantly growing volume of data, improve productivity and increase competitiveness in various fields of life, human requires decision making support systems that efficiently process and analyze the data, and, as a result, significantly speed up the process. Similarly to all other areas of human life, healthcare domain also is lacking Artificial Intelligence (AI) based solution. A number of supervised and unsupervised Machine Learning and Data Mining techniques exist to help us to deal with structured data. However, in a real life, we pretty much deal with unstructured data that hides useful knowledge and valuable information inside human-readable plain texts, images, audio and video. Therefore, such IT giants as IBM, Google, Microsoft, Intel, Facebook, etc., as well as variety of SMEs are actively elaborating different Cognitive Computing services and tools to get a value from unstructured data. Thus, the paper presents feasibility study of IBM Watson cognitive computing services and tools to address the issue of automated health records processing to support doctor’s decision for patient’s driving assessment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, we are dealing with a huge and constantly growing volume of data. To smartly utilize all the collected data, improve productivity and increase competitiveness in various fields of life, human requires decision making support systems that efficiently process and analyze the data and significantly speed up this process.

Taking into account rapid digitalization of societies and businesses, decision making support systems are based on dynamic service oriented and semantically facilitated infrastructures that seamlessly integrate heterogeneous data from various sources. Further, to support a decision making based on integrated and aggregated data, system has to apply variety data processing, optimization, automated knowledge retrieval and inferencing techniques [1]. A knowledge-driven decision support system (KD-DSS) provides specialized problem solving expertise stored in some knowledge representation format like facts, rules, procedures, or in similar structures and it suggests or recommends actions to human expert. Advanced analytical tools like data mining are integrated within the KD-DSS to find hidden patterns in information retrieval and knowledge discovery processes [2]. A number of supervised and unsupervised machine learning and data mining techniques exist to help us to deal with structured data. But in a real life, we pretty much deal with unstructured data as well. It is a data, where powerful knowledge and valuable information are hidden inside human-readable plain texts, images, audio and video materials [3][4][5][6]. To address this type of data, machines have to be able to understand it not only on syntactical, but, what is even more important, on a level of semantics that data contains. Therefore, big players such as IBM, Google, Microsoft, Intel, Facebook, etc., as well as variety of SMEs are working on elaboration and offer different Cognitive Computing1 services and tools that heavily utilize Natural Language Processing2 (NLP), Semantic Web3 and Linked Data4, and Deep Learning5 technologies to get a value from unstructured data to be useful in decision making support.

With respect to application areas and domains where decision making support systems would be useful and helpful, the scope is unlimited. It could be any area, where we have a huge amount of logged data and profiles, collected feedbacks and observation measurements, data produced by IoT devises and social web content produced by human, human driven statements and guidance, mass media content or other data that could be processed to retrieve and infer hidden knowledge. Businesses and industries, health and social care, education and science, sport and wellbeing, security, transportation and other areas of human life are lacking AI based solution to facilitate decision support.

This paper tackles the problem of medical decision support system in general and assessment of driving capabilities of the patient in particular. Regarding to the use-case, brought to the project by medical experts, there is a need for supportive system that automates the process of relevant information filtering to speed up a patient assessment. With respect to the case scenario the main duty of a doctor is to recognize a person

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cognitive_computing
2 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NLP
4 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linked_data
who is not eligible to have a driving license due to his/her health condition. Decision is made based on a health profile of a person that consists of health statements/records regarding various diseases that person has. To make a problem definition is more narrowed and concrete, we introduced several assumptions on top of the original case. Currently, patient profile is distributed among different systems making it more difficult for doctor to process the data. Since, there are ongoing activities at the hospital aimed at integration of the systems, the first assumption we made is that we are dealing with a simple integrated access point to retrieve health profile of a patient.

Second assumption is that each health statement consists of two parts: structured information (e.g. disease, various lab test results and measurements, prescribed medications, etc.), and unstructured part in a form of plain text that contains doctor’s comments with valuable decision making information. With respect to the expert’s point of view, one single diagnosis doesn’t necessarily affect driving capability and doctors decision; but information (symptoms, signs, patient behavior, etc.) described in doctor’s comments gives valuable key elements for actual decision.

Therefore, the main objective of this work is to make a feasibility study of existing IBM Watson cognitive services and check their applicability to tackle the mentioned problem. Paper presents several approaches for decision support system created based on the tools facilitated by IBM Watson technology, as well as comparison of their performance. These approaches are described in the Section 2. Section 3 presents prototype development details and comparison results. Further sections refer to related works, conclude current work and guide towards future achievements.

II. KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

When we are talking about artificial intelligence and decision support systems in particular, we are trying to delegate some duties/functionality from human to machine/software. As a result, we refer to the way we transfer the knowledge into certain model that will be used by the system. With respect to our use-case, the knowledge required for decision making is available from two sources:

- “mind” - expert knowledge of a doctor
- “book” - instructions written in a human readable form (e.g. plain text)

The main objective of the use-case is to elaborate a decision support system that is able to automate a process of identification people with health-based restrictions to have a driving license. Here we may consider several levels of system performance: from simple classification of the statements with certain probability to contain data valuable for decision making, towards more advanced performance with justification of made decision. All of them require relevant knowledge being presented in some machine-readable form depending on a chosen approach. Thus, we have to consider options of knowledge transfer from initial sources (“mind” or “book”) into “machine” - machine readable representation (e.g. rules, neural network model, set of relevant entities and keywords, etc.). Such transformation could be done manually or be automated (or semi-automated).

Manual “mind-to-machine” or “book-to-machine” transfer assumes that domain expert generates corresponding decision making rules, populates a set of relevant entities, etc. based on his/her knowledge or knowledge hidden in the human readable instructions/guides. Manual approach is time consuming and causes huge workload for expert. Automated transfer requires advanced data processing logic and/or adopted machine observation environment to retrieve the knowledge from the natural language or from observation of expert’s behavior. In this case, semi-automated approach is meant for the cases when corresponding algorithm cannot automatically make transformation with high enough confidence and still requires final tuning or confirmation from human.

Within our prototype we aimed at elaboration of decision support system with automated/semi-automated functionalities facilitated by IBM Watson认知 computing services and other tools. Implementation does not involve any actual decision making, rather provides a supportive functionality that processes a huge amount of samples (patient statements) and filter/select the most relevant ones with respect to a set goal. Depending on a knowledge source we have, we present following two approaches that could be used separately, as well as combined.

A. Book-to-Machine knowledge transfer based approach

To estimate a level of relevance of certain health record/statement to the case of ineligibility to have a driving license, system should recognize accordance of the patient health statement/record to the subject knowledge. Our original idea was to use Watson Natural Language Understanding (NLU) cognitive service to extract hidden rules in regulatory documents. In our case, such a control document is the translated version of “Ajoterveyden arviointiohjeet lääkäreille” - “Guidelines for doctors assessing fitness to drive” issued by Trafi (Finnish Transport Safety Agency).

Watson NLU provides the capability to analyze unstructured text documents for categories, concepts, keywords, semantic roles, entities, relations, as well as emotion and sentiments. The service includes a default general domain language model which can categorize documents into 1 083 categories and recognize up to 24 entity types, 433 entity subtypes and 53 relation types. Watson NLU service makes possible to retrieve a semantic triple(s) (subject-predicate-object) based on “Relations” and “Semantic Roles” generated from analyzed text input. “Relations” recognizes when two entities are related, and identify the type of relation. “Semantic Roles” parses sentences into subject, predicate, and object form. Extracting semantic triples from the control document, we populate RDF storage and build a control knowledge space that will be queried against triples extracted from patient statements (their structured and unstructured parts). However, based on experimental results we may conclude that default general model is not fine-tuned for medical domain, the

6 https://www.ibm.com/watson/
7 https://www.trafi.fi/en/about_trafi
8 https://www.w3.org/RDF/
semantic roles analyses are not accurate enough for reliable rule extractions yet. It is still possible to improve the extraction performance by connecting customized medical domain oriented model in conjunction with the default model for domain-specific analyses.

In order to create a custom model for Watson NLU, IBM offers Watson Knowledge Studio\(^\text{10}\) (WKS) - a stand-alone product that aims to better involve field-experts in the training of supervised machine learning models in order to process unstructured data. The product offers a user-friendly interface and features which enable collaboration through iterative processes. Nevertheless, creation of sophisticated healthcare domain language model with WKS requires comprehensive analysis of problem domain from knowledge management expert, as well as time consuming affords from medical experts to improve the model with extra supervised machine learning based facilitation.

Therefore, we resorted to building a custom model which, in the current initial version, focuses on medical entities (diseases, symptoms, medications, lab test results and other measured indicators, and any other relevant to the subject “keywords”) recognition. Now we have to define a space of control entities - entities the most relevant to our case/subject. To create such a set of control entities, we use our control document to extract all the “Entities” and “Keywords” using Watson NLU service and keep them as a control set of entities. To improve performance and get better result comparing to default language model, we facilitated outcome of the service by using custom domain specific model in addition. We may populate the model with domain specific entities by using existing external sources with a set of healthcare related entities (such as official disease classification, medication names, etc.). Among such sources we may highlight ICD-10\(^\text{11}\) and SNOMED CT\(^\text{12}\). ICD-10 is the 10th revision of the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (ICD), a medical classification list by the World Health Organization (WHO). It contains codes for diseases, signs and symptoms, abnormal findings, complaints, social circumstances, and external causes of injury or diseases. SNOMED CT is a systematically organized computer processable collection of medical terms providing codes, terms, synonyms and definitions used in clinical documentation and reporting. It is considered to be the most comprehensive, multilingual clinical healthcare terminology in the world. So far, WKS provides a graphical user interface for knowledge manager to create the model and does not support a programmable way to do that. Fortunately, WKS allows uploading existing sets of entities or other kind of vocabularies into the model if the sets are presented in one of supported formats (e.g. CSV, JSON, etc.). This way we may still use existing external sources to create a domain specific custom model. Additionally, we may create and add any set of relevant abbreviations which are heavily used by doctors in their notes/statements. Here we may use pattern (regular expression) based approach to automatically retrieve abbreviations for a text, but, to have meaningful explanation of them; we require manual involvement of domain experts.

The evaluation assumption for relevance of a health statement/record to the case of driving assessment (ineligibility to have a driving license) is following - as more entities from patient record happen to be common with entities from domain specific control document, then more relevant the record to the case (see Fig.1). There, \(N_i^e\) and \(N_i^o\) are amount of entities common for patient record \(PR_i\) and control document \(CD\), and overall amount of entities detected in \(PR_i\) correspondently. Setting corresponding threshold for the density, we may eliminate irrelevant records from further analysis.

However, taking into account that doctor’s notes in patient’s health records might contain several subjects/topics written in different paragraphs, we do analysis on paragraph basis and consider the record relevant if any of the paragraphs (sub-records) pass the density threshold.

To be more precise, we may take into account not only exact match of the entities or their synonyms (that are considered as equivalent entities with similarity coefficient 1), but also consider semantic similarity of them. Therefore, each entity has to be accompanied with semantic similarity weight (which might be cut by certain threshold to eliminate influence of entities with low relevance). Thus, an amount of entities common for patient record \(PR\) and control document \(CD\) is calculated as a sum of semantic similarity weights (above a threshold) of entities from \(PR\) with respect to the entities of \(CD\) \((N^e - \sum w^e)\). If there are several semantic similarity weights (above threshold) for the same entity from \(PR\), the entity is counted only once with bigger weight. Semantic similarity of the entities is calculated by Google Similarity Distance\(^\text{7}\) applied on top of domain knowledge aggregated under medical domain ontologies: SNOMED CT, FMA\(^\text{13}\) and NCI\(^\text{14}\). The set of test samples/documents was generated from textual descriptions of the concepts present in the ontologies under description properties rdfs:label and rdfs:comment.

As soon as we detect relevance of the patient record to the subject, we have to support doctor with the reference to the most relevant part of the control document associated with the record (or the record’s part). Based on density of common

\[
\rho_{PR_i} = \frac{N_i^{e'}}{N_i^o}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n
\]

Figure 1. Relevance to the subject through density of subject related entities.

---

12 http://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/
13 https://ncit.nci.nih.gov/ncitbrowser/
14 http://si.washington.edu/projects/fma
15 http://www.obofoundry.org/ontology/ncit.html
entities we may calculate a similarity distance (see Fig.2) of the records to the different parts of the control document and order them to facilitate further doctor’s decision making. Density $\rho_{ij}^{PR}$ of a common entity $e_i^j$ in patient record $PR_{ij}$ is a ratio of number of appearance of the entity in the record and number of all common entities (including repeated entities) in the record.

Similarly, density $\rho_{ij}^{CD}$ of the same entity $e_i^j$ in a part of control document (sub-document) $CD_{ik}$ is a ratio of number of appearance of the entity in the sub-document and number of all entities (including repeated entities) in the sub-document.

Alternatively to the present approach, we may also use “retrieve” functionality of IBM Watson Retrieve and Rank service (R&R) that was transformed into Discovery\textsuperscript{15} service to find relevant to the case health statement(s). Having a possibility to get a feedback from a system user (doctor) in a form of relevance ranking, “rank” functionality of the service could be also used to improve the service results. Since, Watson R&R service works with textual samples, structured part of a statement/record should be transformed into a text and integrated with unstructured part. It could be done via simple transformation pattern (e.g. "patient has <disease name>", or "sugar level is <amount and units>", etc.). Using Watson Discovery service, we present our control document(s) as a cluster of sub-documents among which we try to find one relevant to a query, which is a text based representation of a health record. Thus, if a record contains information which is relevant to any part from a control document, the statement is considered as relevant to our case and will be suggested for doctor to be checked.

B. Mind-to-Machine knowledge transfer based approach

Alternatively to manual formalization of human knowledge and experience, automated approach assumes existence of an environment through which system is able to observe human’s (doctor’s) actions and learn from it. This way we transfer knowledge that doctor has into machine in more or less unobtrusive for user way. In our use-case, such an environment could provide a graphical user interface through which doctor can browse patient’s health statement/record and able to highlight the parts that are considered as valuable/important for the decision (s)he makes. Thus, dataset, collected by observation environment, consists of highlighter by doctor key:value pairs from structured part of a statement and highlighted text from unstructured part of it, as well as decision (eligible or not) made by doctor as a label for the set. Having labeled training set as a result of decision making process observation, we may train classification model(s) to be further used for decision support in processing of new statements/records.

For classification of the structured part of the statement, we may consider several Machine Learning models (such as Decision Tree, Neural Networks, etc.). Since use-case prototype development was focused on added value that can be brought by processing of unstructured part of the patient health statements, we integrated structured part into unstructured as a text (following the same pattern based transformation approach described above) and used IBM Watson Language Classifier\textsuperscript{16} (LC) services as an integrated solution. Watson Language Classifier allows us to train classification model and classify any new input into one of two classes: relevant (ineligible) and irrelevant (eligible) to our case. As training examples for “relevant” class we used text-based parts of the statements collected during observation. For the second class, training samples come from statements that were not considered by doctor as cases where patient ineligible to have a driving license.

III. PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

This section presents the architecture and implementation of the prototype with respect to two “Book-to-Machine” knowledge transfer approaches described above. Since we have faced legacy and privacy issues regarding patient personal data, we did not manage to collect big enough training set of anonymized patient records to apply classification approach based on IBM Watson Language Classifier service. Following, we present overviews and architectures of the developed solutions, limitations of the existing Watson-technologies that were found during the development, comparative analysis of the solutions and proposals for further improvement.

A. Solution based on medical entity enriched custom language model

As mentioned before, the solution is a general decision support system for the doctors to process the unstructured portion of the doctor’s notes more efficiently. It highlights

\begin{align*}
R_{ijk} &= \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left| \rho_{ij}^{PR} - \rho_{ij}^{CD} \right|,
\end{align*}

\text{where } \rho_{ij}^{PR} = \frac{n_{ij}^{PR}}{n}, \text{ and } \rho_{ij}^{CD} = \frac{n_{ij}^{CD}}{n_i}, \text{ are densities of common entity in } PR_{ij} \text{ and } CD_{ik}.

\text{correspondingly, } E_{ij} = \{e_i^1, e_i^2, ... , e_i^j, ... , e_i^n\} - \text{set of entities common for } PR_{ij} \text{ and } CD_{ik}.

\text{Figure 2. Density based relevance distance.}

\text{15} \text{ https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/discovery/}

\text{16} \text{ https://www.ibm.com/watson/services/natural-language-classifier/}
keywords from the notes and shows the relation between them and the control document. The prototype has a search function to search patient records and doctor notes using a patient’s name (see Fig.3). After a search is made, the search results are shown under the search input area as result cards. These cards consist of a header which is the main diagnosis, a body that contains patient’s medical history, the current state of the patient and a plan to proceed with. At the bottom of the card there are tags that consist of the entities and their types that are found in the result card via Watson NLU service. Next to the search results there is a list of filters that can be used to filter the result cards by their tags. The filters only include subject domain related entities which can be found in the base document.

In the real-life case, system will go through all unanalyzed patients’ records and sort them based on estimated relevance level of the record to our Driving Assessment case. Any newly created record will be also analyzed and placed in correspondent order with other records. Thus, system will prepare the most promising (most likely relevant) records for doctor’s assessment. Parts of the text are highlighted if they are recognized as an entity by the solution. Text highlighted with bright yellow indicates entities that have related control document excerpts. Upon clicking on the highlight, a modal dialog box containing related control document excerpts opens. The control document excerpts also have highlighted parts that are related to the entity that was clicked (see Fig.4).

As the development environment for the prototype we used IBM Bluemix cloud. As a platform as a service (PaaS), IBM Bluemix already handles the tedious tasks of setting up and configuring infrastructures and provides developers with ready-made boilerplates and continuous delivery toolchains, which greatly speed up the development and deployment processes. It also emphasizes service-oriented architecture with a wide range of functionalities such as storages, analytics, IoT, etc. - all available as web services. Our prototype uses Node.js Cloudant DB Web Starter boilerplate from IBM Bluemix17 and two other Bluemix services, which are:

- IBM Watson NLU;
- Cloudant NoSQL DB.

At the center of the solution (see Fig.5) is the IBM Watson NLU cognitive service. Each HTTP request to the service API contains a chunk of text to be analyzed or a URL to a webpage, the textual content of which will be retrieved and analyzed by the service, along with a set of configuration parameters. Similar to many other Watson services, Watson NLU also comes with SDKs for different programming languages such as Java, Node.js and Python. Since our prototype was developed in Node.js, we use Watson NLU via its Node.js SDK.

In order to create a custom model for Watson NLU, we used WKS. Key artifacts of a WKS project include: (1) a type system defining entity and relationship types; (2) three types of annotation components: a dictionary pre-annotator, a rule-based annotator and a machine learning annotator; and (3) documents to train and evaluate annotation components. Currently, only rule-based and machine learning annotation components created using WKS can be deployed as custom models of Watson NLU instances. For the scope of our prototype, we have focused on constructing an extensive collection of dictionaries and deploy it via a rule-based annotator. These dictionaries can later be used to pre-annotate

---

17 https://www.ibm.com/cloud-computing/bluemix/
documents in order to assist human annotators with a set of preliminary annotations. To meet the constraints set by WKS, we implemented a module to generate .csv files to be used in the creations of dictionaries. Since WKS employs certain non-disclosed methods in order to ensure only dictionaries exported from another WKS can be imported in bulk we had to create the dictionaries manually and import the entries using .csv files. It would be a lot more convenient if WKS could expose some APIs for these functionalities.

Our dictionary entries are generated based on class data of SNOMED-CT ontology available on BioPortal\(^{18}\). SNOMED-CT is adopted as a standard for electronic health information exchange by the United States and the United Kingdom\(^{19}\) and is used by more than fifty countries worldwide. BioPortal is an integration of ontology services and related tools by The National Center for Biomedical Ontology, funded by the US National Institutes of Health. Its features include a REST API which can be used to query its collection of 593 aligned ontologies. Following Semantic Web and Linked Data standards\(^{[8][9]}\), the SNOMED-CT ontology is an RDF representation of SNOMED-CT, containing 327128 classes and 152 property types. Since the main focus of our prototype is to detect medical entities, we first made use of data of 108056 subclasses of Clinical Finding\(^{\text{http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/SNOMEDCT/404684003}}\).

The Entities Builder module in our prototype was made to achieve two objectives: (1) prepare and enrich data for Dictionaries Generator; and (2) construct an entity database for disambiguation. Each class of the SNOMED-CT ontology comes with a collection of synonyms, which we used to generate surface forms of entities. However, these synonyms are not always optimized for the purpose of text extraction. Through our Entity Builder, we normalized the synonyms, removed redundancies and stop words, extracted abbreviations and applied pluralization/singularization for better recall. One thing to note is that currently, WKS dictionary entries match text that has higher case, therefore all of the surface forms except abbreviations should be in lower-case.

Entity analyses done with Watson NLU default model can provide disambiguation when applicable, where a link to a DBpedia resource page is given to specifically identify an entity (e.g. http://dbpedia.org/resource/CNN). This is not the case for analyses done with custom models. In order to overcome this limitation we created our own entity database for disambiguation. Each entity is represented by a database entry, which has an _id, which in turn is the sub-path of the entity’s URI on BioPortal (e.g. “410006001” - http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/SNOMEDCT/410006001 - DRE), a name which is the Preferred Name provided by the ontology, a list of surface forms, a main type and a list of subtypes. In our current version of the prototype, all entities share a common main type - ClinicalFinding - and their subtypes are the names of the direct subclasses of the Clinical Finding class of which they are descendants.

B. Discovery (Retrieve and Rank) based solution

This section presents tests that were conducted in relation to driving assessment case using IBM Watson Discovery cognitive service. Watson Discovery search service is built over Apache Solr\(^{20}\) search engine. Solr is a powerful open source enterprise search engine which is designed for querying huge amounts of data in fast and efficient manner. Discovery service uses the Solr for the initial query and then the service ranks the query results with respect to the trained ranking model. To conduct queries and rank the results, the service needs documents to query from. For this purpose, service uses

\(^{18}\)http://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/SNOMEDCT

\(^{19}\)https://www.nlm.nih.gov/medical-terms.html

\(^{20}\)http://lucene.apache.org/solr/
Based on a medical entity enriched custom language model, the first solution produces results that are comparable to the ground truth. However, Watson Discovery based solution provides only simple ranks (1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th) for them. Thus, we have to disregard more precise distribution of relevance distances of the first solution, and take into account only the rank/order of the result.

Assuming, that first five results from two solutions might not consist of the same result units, the size of result set for each query may vary from 5 up to 10 result units. Since we would like to check which of the solutions produces result similarly to what human (expert) does, the result set of both solutions is evaluated by human and their result units are ranked in relevance order for human point of view. Further, distance between the granted ranked/places is converted to the performance measure for each of the solutions (see Fig.6).

Due to the privacy related issues we had a limited amount of anonymized patients’ records for test purposes, and processed only 40 patient records. Average closeness of automated solution that is based on medical entity enriched custom language model to the decision made by human was 92%. In contrast, Watson Discovery service based solution did show quite poor result in 67%. But, here we had limitations and did not use “rank” part of service functionality.

**IV. RELATED WORK**

Regarding related work, we would like to mention WatsonPaths\(^{22}\) and Watson EMR Assistant - new cognitive computing projects that enable natural interaction between physicians, data and electronic medical records. Technologies are expected to help physicians make more informed and accurate decisions faster and to cull new insights from electronic medical records (EMR). The projects will create technologies that can be used by Watson in the domain of medicine. Unfortunately, currently we do not have a possibility to try their solution out yet, and cannot make actual comparison with the solution we present.

With respect to transformation of unstructured data into structured machine-processable form of RDF triples, we would highlight user-driven semi-automated approach presented in [10][11], where author tackles the problem of free text based customer feedback handling for further automated processing. In our opinion, use of Watson NLU service for automated semantic triples extraction would be suitable approach in case we have a comprehensive domain oriented custom language mode.

---


---

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents the approach we used to elaborate decision support system for medical experts in the context of driving assessment based on patient records. In the context to the mentioned limitations and restriction with respect to the defined problem, we consider achieved results reasonably good (that was also has been acknowledged by medical expert participated in the project). In our approach we apply density based similarity distance calculation with a purpose to not only take into account amount of common entities, but also put more value to similarity of relevant entities density. Similarly, instead of simple Jaccard distance\textsuperscript{23} it might be reasonable to apply Angular distance\textsuperscript{24}.

Named-entity recognition is only the first step in achieving our original goal. Since we conclude that the named-entity recognition feature of the prototype has been adequate, we are ready to move on to relation recognition which involves detecting patterns of relationships between entities and map these relationships with Semantic Web compliant relations (triples). To facilitate custom language model, this task will involve establishing a more complete type system for entity relationships in WKS, exploring existing methods of relation mapping in natural language processing as well as deriving original solutions if needed was be. We also see reasonable to analyze conditional patterns for rule extraction. We would like to investigate the works of \cite{12-14} and try to implement the presented pattern matchings using WKS. With respect to the medical domain, it would be reasonable to make a feasibility study on applying Unified Medical Language System\textsuperscript{25} (UMLS) as integration solution for huge variety of vocabularies in medical domain. In current solution we have not made extensive use of WKS machine learning annotator due to limited medical expert human resource. Therefore, since our initial result has positively proven the concept, we would like to further refine our solution and will attempt to train a WKS machine learning annotator. It is also worth mentioning that IBM Watson solutions have been constantly evolving, which means periodical reassessments of their capabilities are advised. Finally, gathering more sufficient amount of labeled data to be used as a training set for classification model, we will test Watson Language Classifier service as was mentioned in the Section 2b.

Even though presented approaches were considered in the context of driving assessment and have been bound to the Traffic regulation document (control document) as a “book” source of knowledge, they might be applied to any similar use-case where domain knowledge is collected in human readable natural language within a control document.

\textsuperscript{23} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jaccard_index
\textsuperscript{24} https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angular_distance
\textsuperscript{25} Unified Medical Language System: https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/knowledge_sources/metasaurus/
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